ERTEC manufactures revolutionary erosion and sediment control and wildlife barrier systems with twice the performance, half the total cost and ZERO Waste (reusable, long durability and recyclable).

Perimeter Protection

- **S-Fence™**
  - Alternative to silt fence, does not deteriorate or blow down

- **ProWattle™**
  - Alternative to fiber rolls, spreads flow, durable

- **Perimeter Guard™**
  - Protects home building sites, lasts duration of project

- **Hard Surface Guard™**
  - Protects on asphalt, concrete

Slope Protection

- **ProWattle™**
  - Alternative to fiber rolls
  - Spreads flow to protect slopes

Ditch, Channel Protection

- **Ditch Guard™**
  - Alternative to gravel bags, fiber rolls
  - Protect Swales and Channels

Wildlife Exclusion Fence

- **E-Fence™**
  - Excludes special-status small vertebrates from job sites
  - Configurations for each species

Top Guard™ Drain Inlet Protection

- **Curb Inlet Guard™**
  - Protects curb inlets

- **Combo Guard™**
  - Protects curb & grate combination inlets

- **Drop Guard™**
  - Protects unpaved field drop inlets

- **GR8 Guard™**
  - Protects paved drain inlets round or rectangular grates

- **Slot Guard™**
  - Protects slot and trench drains